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This will not be a gloom/doom all-is-lost discussion. it is a positive look at the opportunities the cloud
presents and how an architect can capitalize on them.
There are many definitions of the cloud, and they all almost align with each other.
The approach I’m promoting is that from the Berkley paper, Above the Clouds: A Berkeley View of Cloud
Computing
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To attack the impact of the unknown cloud, we will examine how other major disruptions in the IT
industry have been dealt with, looking for patterns of push-back and adoption.
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•
•
•

The height of the Hay-Day of the mainframe
Terminal poll-select protocols rule
I purchase a Morrow Micro Decision CP/M PC – and see the future…

•

While CP/M did not prosper, MS/DOS resulted as the Enterprise platform. By 1985, I'm implementing
the first Nestar arcnet PC networks in aerospace. PCs begin to replace terminals.

Following true form to Clayton Christensen’s The Innovator’s Dilemma, the PC is a disruptive technology
that while immature, was poised to change the landscape.
My mainframe employer did not see the value in what this new platform offered, but they did enter the
PC market through the rebadging of another vendor’s products.
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•
•
•

Windows client/server applications rule
By 2000, VB, SQL, and Access enable anybody to build apps (although I preferred Delphi)
The Internet and server side apps emerge – and I see the future…

•

Web-based solutions and the first .com endeavors begin resulting in DNA COM+ architectures

True Story: While working for a mortgage software company writing rich client/server 1003 Mortgage
applications, I went to my IT director to request taking a course in HTML. The director laughed and
clearly corrected my thinking stating that the Internet was just a fad and was going nowhere. It would be
a waste of my time and his budget, so the answer was, “no”.
I spent my own money to take the class and ended up as employee #2 at what would become a
Microsoft Gold Partner implementing DNA solutions for many years. The company who didn’t adopt the
internet no longer is in the mortgage software business.
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•
•
•
•

Web 2.0 applications built on rich frameworks rule; some SOA adoption speckled in industry
Data Centers and IT are now mainstream large budget presences in the enterprise
The user experience has turned into one of social expression accessed from many types of devices
Cloud Computing emerges – and I see the future…

•

Today, we are at the crossroads into a new era of solutions which has much forming to complete
before we really know what it will become – an exciting time to be in this industry!
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Many believe that because their infrastructure is off-premise, they are in the cloud. There is only a very
slight element of truth in this. Those who pay for their services monthly, for instance, are precursors to
clients of the cloud. It is important to note that opportunists look to the cloud to circumvent licensing
costs. This is very short-sighted and eventually will potentially cost more in the long run.
Real Story: My business partner and CEO purchased a netbook and stores all his materials on our hosted
SharePoint system. This truly is the beginnings of the cloud, BUT, there is a serious caveat. SharePoint,
today, is not a true cloud service (let's hope it is sooner than later) and still is subject to single points of
failure depending on how your provider has their environment set up. As it turns out, my CEO proudly
went to speak at a conference in Philadelphia and our provider's SAN went down for 24 hours! This, is
not the cloud! Thankfully, my CEO additionally carries al his materials on a USB memory key. In a real
cloud scenario, this type of single-point-of-failure does not exist.
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A cloud architecture is a solution delivery method that embodies elastic infrastructure to respond
dynamically to demand.
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My in-house data center supplies a finite capacity. In most situations, if I spike over an 85% capacity
threshold, bad things begin to happen and I’m toast. This is why most infrastructures are architected 15%
greater than their maximum utilization projections.
Whether or not I'm using it, I'm paying for 100% of my infrastructure 24/7. This model also means that
I'm responsible for any needed redundancies and must diligently keep appropriate backup/disaster
recovery practices in place.
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If my data center supplies 1000 CPU-hours per day, I have a net 850 CPU hours available to use. I’m
going to be paying $1500 a day for my self–supplied hardware resources even if I’m only using. 450 CPU
hours on a given day.
The advantage is that I'm working with a fixed cost model that allows me to predict and project the
financial impact of my infrastructure creating an easy, fixed cost passed down to my infrastructure
consumers.
The disadvantage is that I risk the inevitable overload situation invoked by my own internal, or external
influences. There also is a need for a SLA governing my ability to return systems to a running state in the
event I need to reload from a backup or rebuild from a disaster.
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The promise of the cloud is unlimited capacity (first animation) and an elastic infrastructure (third
animation) that allows solutions to expand as demand for their services increases. This is not automatic,
however. Solutions optimally developed for residence in the cloud will not only reap the benefits of
elasticity, but also that of redundancy and replication. Your solution is continually shifting the physical
servers in which it resides to the highest performance least costly locations on the planet.
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While the cost per CPU hour in the cloud is actually higher than the in-house cost, because you are only
paying for what you use, you reap a $555/[this] day savings.
Here exists the financial carrot of cloud computing. Enterprises look at the potential savings and jump on
the bandwagon. They like this simple math.
The caveat, however, is like with any out-sourcing model, jumping without a strategy will ultimately cost
you more in the end because you did not prepare to utilize it appropriately.
Porting today’s enterprise server applications to the cloud without the re-architecture of elasticity and
redundancy may actually cost more, long term, when you factor in their inefficient use of resources.
Another consideration is that the charge-back or cost model for your services must change. It will be
more complicated than fixed cost models for those times when utilization spikes occur resulting in your
pay-as-you-go costs spiking. Theoretically, when server utilizations spike, it generally means you are
generating significantly more revenue from the business purposes for your solutions (e.g., more users
paying for your services) which should be a welcomed thing. If your business revenue, however, is not
tied to your solution’s resource utilization, you risk higher bills for your services in the cloud than what
you are charging for – which is not a good strategy!
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To truly understand private clouds, we need to step back in time to 1985…
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As the value of PCs was realized, the enterprise needed a way to adopt their existence while maintaining
control and containing costs. Since PCs “looked” like terminals, they made a cost-effective terminal
replacement, kind-of.
In the long-term, this hardware based solution was an expensive approach, but it was necessary until
LANs and software solutions matured.
You still see software terminal emulations being used today [unfortunately]!
This initial solution to integrating the PC into the enterprise supported limited data transfer from the
mainframe to local PC applications (e.g., Lotus 1-2-3). At it's best, itvwas an awkward technological
solution. As client/server applications matured, getting rid of the Irma Card was much welcomed.
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A necessary evil is to attack the unknown by making it known and controlled by the enterprise.
The cloud is immature and thus, it really is not ready for global enterprise absorption. The risk, however,
is that the interim use of Private Clouds may lock your architecture out of eventual cloud immersion. We
have seen this before with solutions developed on ASP when ASP .Net was beginning to emerge.
Even today, new solutions in SharePoint 2007 are being spun up when it might be better to hold off and
wait to implement them in SharePoint 2010.
Consider your Private Cloud initiatives as learning projects which are throw-away, especially if they are
architected without the flexibility of moving out to the greater cloud.
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The story in this era was that of co-existence more than that of replacement. PCs offered real value by
creating more immediate feedback in a personalized presentation so that business “what-if“ scenarios
could be easily played without the dependency of a mainframe application being built. Business people
gained control over their domain with personal tools.
Mainframe applications like Focus tried to replicate applications on the PC from the mainframe and while
they functioned, they simply didn’t cut the mustard.
True Story: Back when installing the first 15 Nestar arcnet, 2 PC/Network, and 2 Apple LANs at an
aerospace enterprise, I developed a pre-windows menu system that detected whether the network was
running or offline and proceeded to alter menu options according to what was available on the PC
locally and that which required network connectivity. Today, this is automatically done by the OS.
The point is that solution architectures needed to handle situations that didn’t exist in the mainframe
world. If the mainframe was down, the terminals were useless. With PC Networks, however, the PC could
function offline creating a value proposition for their high availability use over the mainframe.
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By this time, the PC platform is now beyond co-existence and well into the mainstream of enterprise
solutions. Users are accustom to and expect that rich client interface. The internet became a new
paradigm, but instead of it being a logical step where PC users would quickly adopt from previous
experience in making e transition from mainframe to PC, the enterprise pushed back even harder
because users felt since they already made the transition to the PC, why should they go through all that
again for a browser based experience?
The reality was it wasn’t about the browser. It was about load balanced, redundant, no single-point-offailure server based distributed systems.
True Story: When did Visual Studio .Net web applications first support master page inheritance? Visual
Studio .Net 2003? Actually Visual Studio .Net 1.0 in 2000 (it’s original release). Just because the UI didn’t
support it didn’t mean it could not be done in a clean and productive way. Our “early adopter” (now TAP)
release of a system utilized this capability during the beta process.
It is important to look at the business and architectural need for which the technology is applied. The
tool builder will adopt your best practices as you refine them and demonstrate their value.
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While the various cloud platforms while integrateable (see Simon Guest’s presentation), they are not
code compatible. Pick a specific cloud platform for specific tasks and solutions.
Should we continue to develop solutions with the mindset of unlimited CPU cycles, storage, and
bandwidth, we soon will be faced with a bill that resembles when our first cell phone bill went over our
minutes or text messages!
This is a time where you must research your options up front and dive into a technology choice that will
supplant your needs.

Do you understand the reasoning behind starting with greenfield solutions over migration of an existing
system? When you migrate a system, your end user community will have explicit expectations around
that solution’s behavior for which the cloud may or may not accommodate or add value. A greenfield
solution means you develop around a specific cloud strategy and architecture.
Examples of failed migrations:
• Green screen apps in windows
• Tablets with keyboards
• Making a Smart Phone UX to be the same as a PC UX
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There always will be resistance to change. Cloud computing is no different, and you may have your own
reservations based on the media blitz lately related to its impact on jobs. What the media prints and what
reality is are often polar opposites, however, the media does create a perceptive stir which stakeholders
latch onto.
When it comes to nay-sayers, it is important to realize that when faced with the unknown, logic gives
way to emotion. Hitting emotion head-on with logic (fighting fire with fire) generally produces no
valuable outcome. Rather, hitting emotion with understanding and empathy (fighting fire with soothing
water) will create an interchange that at least opens the door to more valuable interactions moving
forward.

The best response in these situations will come from well grounded understanding of what the cloud
and its cost structure really is. Use this knowledge to schedule private time with stakeholders to share
your knowledge of the cloud to educate and ease their anxiety. These conversations will carry little to no
weight in a public setting, so be patient, listen, and schedule some private time.
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These arguments are used to push off the ever enclosing necessity to face cloud computing. Many
statements will be introduced by those who simply don’t want to have to think or address the cloud.
It will come sooner or later, so being prepared is the best offense. Take these comments in the same
context you take the others…
The Michael Jackson story constituted one of the most intense and hardest hitting days on the Internet
even bringing many enterprise in-house systems to their knees.
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Just as crusades to save the blacksmith’s job emerged when automobiles made the scene, the media
loves to push controversy about how the cloud will impact jobs and politicians feed right into their game
as saving jobs will keep them in the spotlight.
Just like the blacksmith, an IT person’s job is going to change – no matter what. Of course, anyone
working in IT for 3 or more years already knows this. The cloud will be a significant change in the skills
required, but as we’ve seen, this occurs every 15 years. When it makes these major leaps, there
historically have been significantly more jobs created than those perceived as lost.
True story: A relative with a long career as a Cobol programmer at a large manufacturer found they were
finally migrating off the mainframe onto distributed server systems. She was given the option to move
onto a Java dev team or take a lay-off. This relative was so invested into what she knew that she took the
lay-off.
The point here is that change occurs. If you are willing to flow with that change, you generally are fine. If
not, then it truly is time for you to find another profession. Don’t become married to a set platform, OS,
technology, or development language because, ultimately, it will deteriorate your value.
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Looking back at the histories shown, you should see a pattern where I continually invested in myself even
when my organization did not, or even worse, mocked my pursuits.
As an architect, you must invest in that tool that is most important to the success of your architectures
and solutions, you.
True Story: One of the greatest reoccurring rewards in my career is when my wife states, "you know, if
you never <bought that Morrow PC>/<took that HTML class>/<took that cloud IP work>, you never
would be where you are today."

The point is that the investments in yourself ultimately pay off in your career.
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Start with the theory: Core to any platform is understanding the basics and fundamentals. These
resources cited define what the Azure Platform is (housing both web role and worker role instances), how
data can be stored/transferred (XDrives for blobs, tables, queues and SQL Azure), and how they become
elastic through the Azure Fabric.
This core understanding is a new role for the Architect in that this underlying framework is the basis for
all things cloud on the Microsoft platform.
It is a wise investment to download the SDK and begin tactical tinkering with these concepts to best be
prepared to produce appropriate strategies for the architectures you will produce around and about
them.
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Business Technology Strategy: It is important for both the traditional Infrastructure and Solutions
Architects to understand and model a solution from the financial perspectives of:
• Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
• Return of Investment (ROI)
• Payback Period
• Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
Whoa! When did we leave architecture and become business analysts? Well, we didn’t. These are test
questions in the IASA Architecture Foundation 101/102 courses and in your CITA-P review.
Not only is it paramount an architect knows this, it’s going to be a real bonus when discussing cloud
computing with superiors and architecting your cloud solutions starting with the financial impacts first!
You will need to stand at the whiteboard with your stakeholders and clearly map out the costs to justify
them letting you proceed with your desired architecture.
If the cost itemizations shown are reminiscent of a long tax form. The cloud architect must associate
these costs with the implementation patterns they build as they very well may design solutions that
quickly become cost prohibitive. There is much research yet to be done in this area!
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The Azure Fabric provides an API for elastic spawning of Azure Platform web & worker roles, it does not
come automatically. Therefore, you must model and test various architectures and strategies to fully
understand what your architecture will cost in terms of resources which directly map to financials.
Next, talk to your business stakeholders in terms of these financials, not the technologic genius of your
architecture, so that they can fully understand the costs associated with the business problems your
solutions are setting out to solve.
Once again, it is going to be necessary to adjust your cost/charge-back model to accommodate your
costs of utilization. In a way, this is a really good thing in that the value of IT can be linked directly to how
it is consumed.
The challenge is going to be in finding which business/financial costs best align to those components of
the cloud which cost more to be utilized. Think of your cell-phone bill. Initially it was minute overages
that recouped infrastructure costs. Then it was text messages. Both of these were consumer
understandable avenues in which cell companies can charge back for their costs. Now with higher
demand for data bandwidth from smart-phones, it is more granular to the amount of data you transfer.
All these examples have an allotment which your cell phone contract allows. There is a threshold or
trigger, however, that kicks in and the overage charges begin! Think of the first time you went over one
of these limits, what a shocker that bill was!
As an architect building solutions in the cloud, you must both understand the business domain and costs
to work with your business stakeholders to create your model for which consumer triggers respond to
your cloud demand triggers so that your produce solutions that are responsive, reliable, and profitable.
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The cloud is new. Real new. Raw new. This means that it is not yet fully baked. This is a time to
experiment and build your own tools to give your team and your company a competitive advantage by
being the first to enter, debug, monitor, utilize, etc. cloud technologies to promote business agility and
performance.
Many features of Azure are yet to come. Don't wait for them to materialize, BUT, when they do come,
consider how your interim stop-gap solutions can migrate. Do I see a facade pattern here?
One of the key challenges will be state management in a multi-tenant architecture where multiple
devices may be the presentation layer to your services. To mitigate the security push-back associated
with cloud architectures, consider encrypting your data at the client before it enters the cloud. If you do
this, what will it mean to your target devices? Which can and which cannot do this?
Building your own framework around your monitoring and trigger alerting solutions will allow you to
substitute in later refinements to Azure as they materialize.
When working with new technologies, always leave open doors to substitute those capabilities not yet
baked into your stop-gap solutions so that you never lock yourself into a specific version or release of
the platform.
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The best cloud development teams will incorporate a balance of well versed cloud infrastructure and
solutions development resources. This is why the cloud savvy infrastructure and solutions architects and
operations/development resources should not fear what the gloom/doom nay-sayers attempt to predict.
Real Story: I developed and taught a BizTalk class where I required at least one Infrastructure resource to
attend amongst 8-12 Solutions resources. Over the course of a week we completed 9 labs where each
and every lab purposely failed. This was to instill appropriate problem solving skills through rigorous
debugging.
In 90% of these labs, it was the Infrastructure resource who solved the issue. Now, from both an
architecture and framework design perspective, BizTalk is as close to pre-cloud as it gets.
A new role for the historic Infrastructure resource will be to assist in the decisions and design of solutions
bound for the cloud. It should be every Solutions resource goal to have at least one Infrastructure
resource assigned to their team, full time.
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The only satisfaction a pioneer secures is that of when they first discover an untold truth in nature or
science for which their own eyes behold…
You already have the world’s best job and the fact you are here means you get it. You are the quantum
brain your organization needs to have an IT system that not only supports the business, but is a strategic
part of the business’ survival.
By investing in you, your organization sees the value you have to offer. Take these guidelines and
suggestions, synthesize them, and choose your own path to promote your organization’s future!

If you choose to share your strategies, lessons learned, and cloud component patterns with the rest of
us, then the industry will be that much richer for it.
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